Are insiders putting your enterprise in checkmate?

You’re under attack

Players are stealing the game from within

- **60%**
- **70%**
- **USD1.63 million**

Data breaches caused by trusted users

Companies lack ability to report access entitlements

Average cost of lost business in a breach

---

**“CROWN JEWEL” DATA**

Any information whose loss could put business at risk

**PRIVILEGED USER**

Any person with elevated access to crown jewel data

**HARMFUL INSIDER**

A malicious or inadvertent user putting data at risk

---

It’s your move

Take action to reduce your exposure and detect insider threats

Recognize suspicious behaviors of your privileged and trusted users

Identify your valuable crown jewel data and their vulnerabilities

Secure how your privileged users access data, using governance controls and user lifecycle management

---

Play with a master on your side

IBM® Security Identity and Access Management Services for insider threat protection can apply actionable intelligence and human insight to help protect your enterprise from insiders.
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